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Abstract
Integration of heterogeneous data sources is still an important task. Mediator systems are one
approach to support a structured search over heterogeneous sources. These systems provide
comprehensive query languages, which are very powerful but hard to use for inexperienced
users. Therefore, easier query interfaces have to be developed. One well-known and effective
interface is the keyword search. However, one has to consider the capabilities of sources, which
mostly support only structured queries.
The aim of this paper is the development of a keyword query component based on a conceptbased mediator to overcome this problem. The efficient keyword query execution is supported
by an index on global level as well as a concept model, consisting of concepts and their properties and relationships. The search is performed in a two-step process that comprises (i) index
lookup to select relevant concepts and properties and (ii) query reformulation for an efficient
query processing by the mediator system. The system is evaluated by means of an application
scenario that includes different data sources from the area of cultural assets.

1 Introduction
Providing an integrated access to heterogeneous data sources from the Web is still a big challenge. In this context, several issues arise such as autonomy, heterogeneity as well as scalability
and adaptability with regard to a great number of – possibly changing – data sources. Suitable
solutions range from (meta) search engines over materialized approaches to mediator systems
which answer queries on a global schema by decomposing them, forwarding the sub-queries to
the source systems and combining the results into a global answer.
Search engines such as Google or Inktomi have the advantage of a very easily usable query
interface. The user has to provide only a few keywords. However, a set of documents is returned
as the result containing the keywords at any position. In contrast, mediator systems allow to
formulate structured queries addressing individual classes of objects and their properties and
in this way to access structured sources such as relational, object-oriented or XML databases.
But using this approach it is more difficult for inexperienced users to formulate a query because
knowledge about the global schema as well as the query language is required.
In this paper, we present the YACOB mediator – a semantic integration system that uses domain knowledge in the form of concepts and their relationships for formulating and processing
queries. From this semantic layer a mapping is defined to the source data, i.e., it is specified
how a data source supports a certain concept from the ontology both in a structural as well
as a semantic way. This information is necessary for query rewriting and decomposition and
has to be provided as part of the registration of a source. This system has been developed for
providing integration and query facilities in databases on cultural assets that were lost or stolen
during World War II.
The mediator implements the concept-based query language CQuery supporting queries
both on concept as well as instance level. Both the RDF-based integration model as well as
the query language are described in detail in [SGS03, SGHS03]. In this paper, we focus on
a special component of the mediator system: the keyword search component. The purpose of
this component is to support keyword-based queries on virtually integrated data. This requires
to transform a query consisting of a set of keywords into a structured CQuery query which is
decomposed by the mediator into a set of source queries. In order to restrict the number of
expensive source queries our query transformation approach exploits an index representing the
“occurrence” of keywords in the semantic layer, i.e., if it appears as the name of a concept or a
property, or in the data layer, i.e., if the keyword corresponds to a property value of an object.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview
on the integration model as well as the query language. Based on the integration and the query
language we develop the keyword query processing in Section 3 which comprises a keyword
index as well as a CQuery generator component. In Section 4 we describe the implementation
and evaluate the keyword search on an example domain. After a discussion of related work in
Section 5 we conclude the paper and point out to future work in Section 6.
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2 Integration Model and Query Language
In order to represent the data from heterogeneous sources as well as their semantics we use
a two-level integration model. The data or instance level consists of the data managed by the
sources and is represented in XML. Thus, data objects “exported” by a source via a wrapper and
processed inside the mediator are XML elements of any (source-specific) DTD. For the sources
we assume that they are able to answer simple XPath queries. The necessary transformations
from XPath to the local query language or call interface are performed by wrappers.
At the second level – the meta or concept level – the semantics of the data and their relationships are described. For this purpose we use RDF Schema. RDF is a simple graph-based
model, where nodes model resources or literals and edges represent properties. RDF Schema
(RDFS) extends this by defining primitives for specifying vocabularies such as classes or class
relationships. Using modeling primitives like Class, Property or subClassOf RDFS is suitable
for developing basic vocabularies or ontologies. An example from the considered application
domain is shown in Fig. 1. A concept in our mediator model corresponds to a class in RDFS,
concept properties correspond to RDFS properties. Relationships between concepts beyond
the standard RDFS properties such as subClassOf are also modeled as properties, where the
domain and range are restricted to concepts.
In this way, the concept layer plays the role of the global mediator schema, but makes a
more advanced semantic modeling possible. For instance, beside schema information in form
of classes or concepts we can even represent instances in form of values. For this purpose, we
introduce categories as a special kind of a RDFS class which has – in contrast to a concept
– no associated extension. A category can be understood as a term represented in different
sources by different values. Like concepts, categories can be organized in hierarchies using the
subClassOf relationship. An example of the usage of categories is the property “portrays” of
concept “fine arts” shown in Fig. 1. The domain of this property is described by the category
“motif”, for which additional sub-categories are defined.
A third part of the integration model is the specification of the mapping to the local schemas
of the sources, i.e. how a source provides data for a given concept and how the structure of the
concept (the set of properties) is mapped to local properties. Here, we follow the Local-asView approach where a source schema is defined as a view on the global (concept) schema. For
each source, mappings of the concepts and properties have to be specified. A concept mapping
describes, how the associated concept is supported by the data source. Here, “supporting a
concept” means a source provides a subset of the extension of the given concept. A concept
mapping consists of the source name, the local element name, and optionally a filtering predicate. Using the source name, the source can be identified when instances of the associated
concept are to be retrieved. The local element name denotes the XML element used in the
source for representing the instances of this concept. In addition, the filtering predicate in form
of an XPath expression allows to further restrict the instance set.
A property mapping defines the mapping between the property of a concept and an XML
element or XML attribute of source data. It consists of the source name and an XPath addressing
the representing element. Using these several mappings the elements of the concept schema are
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Figure 1: Concept Hierarchy
annotated. To each concept supported by a given source, the appropriate concept mappings as
well as the property and value mappings are associated. Due to the usage of specialization
relationships between concepts, it is not necessary to annotate every concept.
For formulating queries using this model the query language CQuery is provided, which
is derived form XQuery. The main features of this language are essentially at semantic level,
for the syntax the FLWR notation from XQuery is used. A query in CQuery consists of the
following components: (i) selection of concepts satisfying a certain condition or by applying
operations such as traversing relationships or set operations, (ii) obtaining and filtering data
as instances of the previously chosen concepts, and (iii) combining and projecting the results.
Thus, a typical query looks as follows:
Q1 : FOR $c IN concept[name=’painting’]
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE $e/artist ˜= ’van Gogh’
RETURN
<picture>
<title>$e/title</title>
<artist name>$e/artist</artist name>
</picture>
This query returns an XML document consisting of picture elements built from the title
and artist name of paintings created by “Vincent van Gogh”. The meanings of the clauses are
as follows. In the FOR clause the concepts are chosen. The pseudo-element concept is interpreted as document tree containing all defined concepts, where the concept properties are
sub-elements of their concept. In this way, the language mechanisms from XQuery can be used
to query the concept level as well. Beside selections on concept properties the supported operations include among others set operations like UNION, EXCEPT, and INTERSECT between
sets of concepts as well as traversing concept relationships. Relationships are handled as el5

ements, too. A special meaning has the “*” operator that returns the transitive closure of the
sub-concept relationship. This means, that for the query containing concept[name=’fine
arts’]/* not only the sources are chosen supporting exactly the concept “fine arts” but all
sources representing concepts derived from this.
With the LET clause the transition from the concept level to the instance level is specified.
For this purpose, the predefined function extension() can be used, which returns the extension of a given concept, i.e. the set of all instances of the supporting sources. Because the FOR
clause represents an iteration over the concept set, the function is applied to each single concept
using the concept variable. The result set – a set of instances which is again bound to a variable – can be further filtered by the condition specified as part of the optional WHERE clause.
Here, components of elements (i.e., sub-elements in terms of XML) are addressed by path expressions, too. Thus, $e/artist in query Q1 denotes the value of property artist of the
object currently bound to variable $e. If in the FOR clause more than one concept is assigned
to the variable, the union of the several extension sets determined by applying extension()
is computed. We call this operation extensional union.
Whereas operations in the FOR clause are applied only to global meta-data at the mediator, the evaluation of the extension() function as well as of the filtering conditions in the
WHERE clause require access to the source systems. Thus, the extension() function initiates the query processing in the source system – eventually combined with the filter condition
as part of the source query. Beside standard operators such as =, <>, <, > etc. the WHERE
clause may contain predicates using the text similarity operator ∼=.
The LET part of a query allows not only to obtain the extension of a concept. In addition,
queries on properties can be formulated by using the pseudo-element property as a child
node of a concept referring to the set of all properties of the given concept. If the obtained
properties are bound to a variable, this variable can be used for instance selection.
Q3 : FOR $c IN concept[name=’painting’]/*
LET $e := extension($c), $p := $c/properties
WHERE $e/$p ˜= ’flowers’
...
This corresponds to a disjunctive query including all properties and returns all instances of the
concept “painting” or its sub-concepts for which any property contains the keyword “flower”.
Finally, the RETURN clause has the same meaning as in XQuery: it allows to restructure
the query result according a given XML document structure, where the result elements (i.e., the
concepts and their instances) are referenced by the variables.
During query processing a global CQuery is translated into an internal algebra representation. Next, the concept-level part of the query (the FOR clause) is evaluated. Based on the
result – a set of concepts – and the associated mappings the relevant sources are identified.
Using the concept and property mappings the query is decomposed into sub-queries and translated according the local schema into an XPath query, which is sent to the source. The results
of the source queries are transformed into the global schema (again using the mappings) and
remaining global operators such as join, union etc. are applied. The whole process including
optimization steps not mentioned here is described in [SGS03, SGHS03].
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3 Keyword Search and Concepts
The previous section described the features of the YACOB system and its query language
CQuery, which is a powerful but very complex query language. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop an easily usable but efficient user interface. A keyword search is easy to use and
does not require knowledge about the structure of the meta level and its data. Because the integrated sources provide mostly only a structured query interface instead of a keyword search,
it is not possible to send the keywords to each source and execute the keyword queries in the
sources. Furthermore, the sources are only accessible through a structured query interface of
the mediator.
We can express our problem informally as following: For a given keyword set a keyword
query returns all relevant integrated objects through the mediator. An object is an instance of a
concept that is integrated by the mediator. It is represented by an XML fragment. An object is
relevant to a keyword set, if it contains all keywords in its attribute values or the object belongs
to a concept that is determined by the keywords, respectively. The keyword search comprises
the meta level as well as the instance level. For example, the keyword query “Paintings Gogh”
selects all objects containing “Paintings” and “Gogh” in their properties and all objects belonging to the concept “Paintings” and containing “Gogh” in one of their properties.
A generic implementation is the search over all concepts and properties for a given keyword,
which is supported by the meta level query capabilities of CQuery. This kind of queries is
possible but very inefficient because it scans all concepts for every source for the keywords.
The following query supports the keyword search for “Gogh” in the data level:
Q4 : FOR $c IN concept[name=’Cultural Asset’]/*
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE $e/properties ˜= ’van Gogh’
Because of the bad runtime characteristics of this kind of queries, we need a technique to
create more efficient queries. Efficient query means, that only necessary concepts and properties should be accessed. In our approach we solve this problem by using a keyword index
that relates a keyword to meta-data part, e.g. concept, category and/or property. The integrated
objects cannot indexed directly, because they do not have a globally unique identifier.
The search space of the mediator can be described conceptually by a virtual document that
has to be indexed. This document comprises the conceptual level – concepts, categories and
properties – as well as the data level, i.e. the objects. Please note, that the document is not
materialized on the global level, but serves as the motivation of the chosen index structure.
Fig. 2 illustrates the tree structure of an document fragment, that comprises information about
the concepts Paintings and Drawings and their objects.
The meta level objects are modeled by the tags concept, category and property,
respectively. Each meta level object has a unique identifier and includes a name tag, which is
indexed in the system. Furthermore, the properties are included in their corresponding concept
tags, and the categories contain links to the corresponding concepts and properties. The concept
hierarchies are maintained in this structure.
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Figure 2: Example document fragment
The data level is modeled by object tags, which are included in the corresponding concept
tags. The objects are structured by sub tags, named attribute, that correspond to the properties.
The values of properties are included in the attribute tags and are indexed. Special attribute
values correspond to categories and contain a reference to the category information. Except of
that, they are handled and indexed like ordinary attribute values.
The objective of the keyword search is the retrieval of the relevant objects from the virtual
document. As the objects are virtual, we need to create CQuery statements to fetch them from
the sources. The position of a keyword determines its corresponding concepts and properties.
Each keyword can be classified into four roles depending on their position (determined by a
path expression) in the virtual document:
Concept Keyword (rc ): A concept keyword is contained in a concept name tag and corre8

sponds to a concept. It represents all objects associated to this concept and its subconcepts.
Category Keyword (rk ): A category keyword is contained in category name tag and corresponds to a category. Its position is specified by a concept, a property and the category.
A category keyword represents all objects, that contain this category value in the specified
property.
Property Keyword (rp ): A property keyword corresponds to a property which is assigned to
a concept. A concept and the property specify the position. The keyword represents all
objects that possess this property and contain a value for the property.
Value Keyword (rv ): A value keyword is found in a value of an attribute of an object. The
position is specified by a concept and property associated to the object and attribute. It
represents all objects that belong to the corresponding concept and contain this keyword
in the specified property.
One keyword can be contained in different elements and therefore it can have different roles
assigned. For example, consider the keyword Paintings which represents the concept Paintings, but is also contained in the book title “Paintings by Vincent van Gogh”. Therefore, it has
the roles rc and rv .
Based on this discussion, the keyword query processing comprises three steps:
1. Retrieval of relevant index entries,
2. Query reformulation and
3. Execution of the CQuery statement by the mediator and presentation of the result to the
user.
In the first step all relevant index entries are selected from the keyword index based on the given
keywords and the concept hierarchy. In the second step, a CQuery statement is generated with
help of these information. The query comprises only the relevant concepts and the relevant parts
of their extension. In the third step the query expression is transferred to the query execution
components of the mediator and is executed. Afterwards the result is presented to the user. The
third step has already been presented in [SGS03, SGHS03], therefore only the index (Sec. 3.1)
and the query reformulation (Sec. 3.2) are presented here.

3.1
3.1.1

Keyword Index
Structure

The structure of the keyword index follows directly from the structure of the virtual document.
We cannot index the objects directly, because they are virtual and it does not exist a unique and
persistent global identifier for them. But we can index the meta level, i.e. concepts, categories
and the properties. Furthermore, we can index the value keywords and store the path in form
9

of concept and property as well as possibly the category, in order to create CQuery statements
to fetch the associated objects. The index is built from data of the different sources. A crawler
uses the mediator components to select objects based concepts and sources. In the following,
we assume a complete index, which is up to date.
A keyword index entry is defined as a 5-tuple: hkw, role, c, p, ki with kw is a keyword, c
a concept, p a property, k a category and role the role of keyword. The structure of the index
follows the idea of the inverted list [Sal89, BYRN99], where a list of documents is assigned to
a keyword, which is contained in these documents. In our case, a list of paths, is assigned to
the keyword. So, we can determine the position of the keyword in the concept hierarchy and its
role.
Tab. 1 illustrates the positions of the different keyword roles by giving XPath expressions
in order to find the indexed elements.
Keyword Role
rc
rp
rk
rv

Position in document (XPath)
//concept[@id=”c”]/name
//concept[@id=”c” or .//concept/@id=”c”]/property[@id=”p”]/name
//concept[@id=”c”]/object/property[@id=”p”] //category[@id=”k”]/name
//concept[@id=”c”]/object/attribute[@property=”p”]/value
Table 1: Index entries and virtual document

The index entries represent XPath expressions to retrieve the referenced set of objects from
the virtual set. In the actual implementation the paths are transformed to CQuery expressions
to get the objects from the sources. For example, consider the entry for a value keyword
“tarascon”: htarascon, rv , paintings, title, ⊥i. The corresponding queries in CQuery are the
following:
Q5 :
FOR $c IN concept[name="paintings"]
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE $e/title ˜= "tarascon"
Tab. 2 gives an overview about different query representations of index entries. Note, that
a property keyword represents all objects that contain a attribute corresponding to referenced
property.
3.1.2

Implementation and Entry Retrieval

The keyword index is implemented using a relational database system. A database table named
concept index represents the index. The table is structured as described in Tab. 3. There
are different ways to partition a keyword index table for XML documents [FKM00]. We use the
simple solution because in first tests the retrieval time of the source objects was more important
than the index access.
Additionally to the already described attributes the columns source, path and weight
were added to the index. The attribute source stores the source where objects with this
keyword were found. path holds the path to the concept of the keyword, which extracted
10

Index entry
CQuery expression
hkw, rc , c, ⊥, ⊥i FOR $c IN concept[name=”c”]
LET $e := extension($c)
hkw, rp , c, p, ⊥i FOR $c IN concept[name=”c”]
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE exists($e/p)
hkw, rk , c, p, ki FOR $c IN concept[name=”c”]
LET $e := extension($c), $k := $c/kp[name=”k”]
WHERE $e/kp = $k
hkw, rv , c, p, ⊥i FOR $c IN concept[name=”c”]
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE $e/p = ”kw”
Table 2: Corresponding queries for an index entry
field name
keyword
source
role
path
concept
property
category
weight

description
the keyword as string
the source, from which the objects are originated
role of the keyword: rc , rk , rp , rv
path to the corresponding concept on meta level
represented concept
represented property
the represented category
the number of represented objects
Table 3: Index structure

from the concept model. The weight column maintains the number of objects that contain
the keyword. This value can be used to establish a ranking of results. An index is created on
the keyword column to support a faster access to the entries.
Relevant entries to a given keyword are retrieved by a SQL query of the following form:
SELECT * FROM
WHERE keyword
AND source in
AND path like

concept index
= ’tarascon’
{’lostart’,’herkomst’}
’%/paintings/%’

The requested keyword is “tarascon”. The number of returned index entries can be restricted
to certain sources by using the source attribute or to certain concepts by using the path
attribute. The path attribute represents the path from the root concept to the indexed concept.
The condition path like ’%/paintings/%’ selects all entries for the concept “painting” and its sub-concepts.
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3.2 Query reformulation
The input of a keyword query is a set of keywords KW = {kw1 , . . . , kw2 }. The goal is to
find a set of objects that are relevant to the keyword set. The objects are fetched by a CQuery,
which is created during the query processing. The query reformulation described here, finds
this CQuery Q from the set of keywords. The processing utilizes the keyword index Idx and
the concept hierarchy C. The complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
The first step of the query reformulation is the selection of relevant index entries (see Fig. 3
line 1-11). The selection comprises three steps:
(i) select all index entries that support a keyword from KW,
(ii) add for each concept entry concept entries of the sub-concepts and
(iii) select only entries that correspond to a concept that is relevant to all keywords of KW.
By performing step (ii) we select also objects of sub-concepts, e.g. a keyword “Fine Arts”
correspond to concept “Fine Arts” as well as to the sub-concepts “Drawings” and “Paintings”.
The idea behind step (iii) is that only concepts that support all keywords can contain objects
that are relevant.
Based on the selected index entries the relevant concepts are stored in the set Concepts
(line 12-14) and the WHERE condition is computed (line 15-22). The WHERE is computed
for each concept separately. We assume that the conditions are in disjunctive normal form
(DN F). A simple conjunction (union) of the conditions for all selected index entries would
be too restrictive. Consider, the following example: the conditions {artist ∼= “Gogh”} and
{title ∼= “Gogh”}.1 The conjunction of the conditions is too restrictive, because an object
is relevant if it contains a keyword in at least one property. Thus, the right condition is the
disjunction of them. To avoid this problem, we group the conditions by keyword and compute
the Cartesian product of these sets. The disjunction (union) of all conditions for each concept
models the WHERE clause of the CQuery query.
The last step in keyword query reformulation (line 23-24) is the generation of the query
string from the set of selected concepts and the conditions set. The relevant concepts are
selected in the FOR clause and the extensions of the concepts are restricted by the WHERE
clause. Fig. 4 illustrates all steps using an example. Given the keyword set gogh, tarascon,
painting, the relevant index entries are retrieved and subsequently transformed into concepts and conditions. Finally, the corresponding CQuery is generated, that fetches the relevant
objects. We added a type constraint to distinguish between instances of different concepts.

3.3 Discussion
In this section we discuss additional issues that have to be solved in the keyword search system
and how we support the solution with our query system.
1

In the case we handle category keywords similar to this approach with the difference, that an entry e represents
the condition e.p = e.cat. Entries of the roles concept and property are not relevant for construction of the WHERE
condition.
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Input:
keyword set KW
set keyword index entries Idx
concept hierarchy C
with function subconcepts(C) returns all sub-concepts CC ⊂ C of concept C ∈ C
set of concepts Concepts = ∅
set of conditions in DN F Cond = ∅
Output:
Query String Q
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

/* select relevant index entries */
EKW := {e : e ∈ Idx, e.kw ∈ KW}
/* add subconcept for concept keywords */
forall e ∈ EKW ∧ e.role = rc do
Ce := subconcepts(e.concept)
forall c ∈ Ce do
EKW ∪ {he.kw, rc , c, ⊥i}
od
od
/* select all index entries that belong to concepts that support all keywords*/
0
EKW
:= {e : e ∈ EKW , ∀k ∈ KW \ {e.kw}∃e0 ∈ EKW : e0 .kw = k ∧ e.concept = e0 .concept}
0
forall e ∈ EKW
Concepts = Concepts ∪ e.c
od
/* group by concept */
0
E = {E : E ⊆ EKW
, ∀e, e0 ∈ E : e.concept = e0 .concept}
forall E ∈ E do
/* group by keyword */
EKW = {Ekw : Ekw ⊆ E, ∀e, e0 ∈ Ekw : e.kw = e0 .kw}
/* Cartesian product */
Cond = Cond ∪ (Ekw1 × Ekw2 × . . . × Ekwn ), ∀Ekwi ∈ EKW
od
/* generate query */
Q = generateQuery(Concepts, Conditions)
Figure 3: Query Reformulation

3.3.1

User Guiding and Ranking

An effective search interface guides the user through the complete search process, that comprises several iterations. In our system we can utilize the index information as well as the
concept hierarchy to make proposals to the user if the search was not successful. We distin13
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FOR $c IN concept[name="painting"] UNION concept[name="drawing"]
LET $e := extension($c)
WHERE $e/artist ~= "gogh" and $e/title ~="tarascon" $e/type = "painting" or
$e/title ~= "gogh" and $e/title ~="tarascon" and $e/type = "painting" or
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Figure 4: Example Keyword query processing
guish two cases:
Too many results. In the case of too many results, the objects are grouped by their concept
association and all concepts plus corresponding example objects are presented. The concepts
are ranked by the number of concepts. If category values are assigned to a concept, the user can
select a category value. By clicking on a concept or category the user can add keywords from
the meta level to restrict her query result. This approach combines a browsing and a keyword
search interface.
Wrong or no results. Empty or wrong result sets can have different reasons. First, a keyword
can be misspelled, thus, the user interface should include a spell checker. Second, the query is
over-specified and for the keyword set exists no results. This over-specification occurs by giving
too many keywords or by selecting a too specialized concept. The system can help by providing
information about less specified or similar concepts. Assume the query “paintings dürer”, but
no paintings of A. Dürer are included in the databases. So, the system should propose other
concepts instead of paintings based on the concept hierarchy, e.g. the super concept and/or the
siblings, i.e Fine Arts, Drawings etc.
3.3.2

Index Building and Maintenance

Another issue is the building and maintenance of the keyword index. In our current implementation, we assume a complete index which is built by crawling all participating sources
and querying the extensions of all supported concepts. These query results are processed and
used for creating the index. This means, the XML fragments representing source objects are
searched for keywords by extracting textual data, eliminating stop words and apply stemming.
Finally, the resulting keywords are stored in the index together with the concepts and properties
where they appear.
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In this context, two further issues arise. First, we have to consider changes of the sources,
i.e., from time to time the keyword index has to be updated in order to reflect the current content
of the sources. Second, to have complete information about the content of the sources is often
not a realistic assumption. Instead we have to deal with cases where we know only portions
of the whole extensions and in this way can keep only a partial index. The impact of a partial
keyword index is discussed in Section 4.2. Hence, we consider in the following only the index
maintenance strategy.
One approach for dealing with partial indexes and in this way to reduce the effort for building and maintaining the keyword index is currently under evaluation. The main idea is to
combine caching and indexing. After a bootstrap crawling phase where a crawler collects data
only for a set of user-given queries and builds an initial index, we can use two sources for
feeding and focusing the crawler:
• By monitoring CQuery queries processed by the query engine we can identify frequently
used concepts and properties as well as the responding sources. This is similar to the idea
of a focused crawler [CvD99, STS+ 03].
• We can use query results as input for the keyword extraction step.
Both strategies ensure that the keyword index contains keywords which appear most frequently
in queries and/or results and in this way help to derive queries for performing keyword-based
searches more efficient and return relevant source objects. However, because we cannot guarantee a complete result the user interface should advise the user to this and offer an opportunity
to retrieve the missing results by performing a generic query or using the browsing interface.

4
4.1

Implementation and Evaluation
Implementation

The YACOB mediator system is implemented in Java and the Oracle DBMS. The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 5(a). The focus of the implementation explanation lies on the keyword
search component. The other components are necessary to execute CQuery statements and are
described in detail in [SGS03, SGHS03].
The keyword index is implemented using Oracle DBMS. The Oracle Text Cartridge is used
for keyword preparation (stemming, stop word exclusion etc.). The index is stored in one
relation that contains all entry information. The CQuery generator was implemented in Java
and uses the keyword index as well as concept management component to generate CQuery
statements, which are executed by the mediator. For index building and maintenance a crawler
was implemented as background process. The crawler is controlled by the statistics from the
index. For data access it generates XPath expressions for the sources by utilizing the concept
management component, the transformation component and the access component. The user
interface contains several HTML pages that are generated by Java Server Pages. Screenshots
of the interface are given in Fig. 5(b). The upper picture describes the combined browsing and
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keyword input interface. The lower shows the result objects as well as the selected concepts
and properties.

User Interface

Keyword Search
Component

CQuery
Generator
Oracle DBMS
Keyword
Index

Query Planning &
Indexer

Crawler

Concept
Management
Component

Execution

Transformation
Component

Cache

Web Service

Access Component

Web Service

Web Service

(a) Global Architecture of YACOB

(b) User interface

Figure 5: Architecture and User Interface of the Mediator System

4.2

Experiments

Given the approach and implementation described in previous sections, the key questions regarding the usefulness of the approach are as follows.
Query complexity: mapping keyword queries to structured queries without any further knowledge about the domain would require large disjunctive queries for all sources, concepts
and properties. Using the proposed index the query is transformed to a representation
where only relevant concepts and properties and sources supporting these concepts are
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queried. This way transfer costs and the load of the source systems can be reduced in
terms of the number of source queries.
Accuracy of the query results: if the index covers all data in all sources the query transformation produces correct queries as shown before. On the other hand, building a complete
index is difficult, as discussed in previous sections. We will show that for partially complete indexes the approach yields reasonable results.
All the experiments described below were done on a real-life database containing detailed information about 40.000 cultural assets that were lost during World War II. The assets belong to
22 concepts including paintings, furniture, books, etc. For evaluation purposes different indexes
covering a sampled ratio of objects ranging from 10% to 100% were created.
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Figure 6: Keyword distribution characteristics of the data set
As shown in the first Fig. 6, the relationship between keywords and related concepts in the
used data set is very close. That means, the majority of keywords relate to only one concept,
and only a small percentage of the indexed keywords relate to more than three concepts. Hence,
for keywords in the index very small and precise queries can be derived. On the other hand,
the second Fig. 6 shows that the selectivity of the generated queries is very high, as for these
majority of queries involving only few concepts the returned result sets are very small. In
summary, the approach guarantees small queries and small result sets for indexed keywords.
Above we described the resulting query complexity for keywords found in the index, but
did not yet discuss the rate of reduction of the number of source queries necessary to process
a keyword search in the mediator. Due to the kind of concept mapping – a source extension
is associated with a concept – we can simply determine the number NQ of source queries for
a generic query like Q6 by NQ = #sources ∗ #concepts. The reason is that our query decomposition strategy generates a source query for each concept, if we do not consider cases where
redundant queries can be eliminated for sub-concepts relationships as described in [SGS03].
Based on the real-world dataset described above we generated a set of sample queries containing keywords from the index and computed the number of source queries (for a single
source and 19 concepts) using the reformulation approach. As shown in Fig. 7 the number
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of queries is dramatically reduced compared to the generic approach. The figure describes a
conjunctive keyword query.
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Figure 7: Query reduction
In the second experiment we investigated the impact of partial keyword indexes. For this
purpose we built indexes for different portions of the whole dataset (10%, 20%, etc.) and ran
several sets of sample queries. These query mixes contained queries using keywords from the
index and keywords not contained in the index in different ratios (Fig. 8(a)). The y axis of the
diagram in Fig. 8(a) shows the fraction of missing result objects, i.e. objects not contained in
the expected result set of the queries. This portion of the result has to be obtained by a “difference” query but is not considered here. Interpreting the results from Fig. 8(a) we can state
that keyword-based search can benefit even from partial indexes. As shown in our experiments
already an index covering 20 − 30% of all objects can cope 80% of the potential result objects.
Combining this with a caching approach as described in Section 3.3.2 we can expect to efficiently process most of keyword-based queries by reformulating them into structured mediator
queries.
Another point of interest was the size of the generated index. Fig. 8(b) shows the index
growing slightly better than linear to its full size of 4 MByte. Considering the full database size
of 37 MByte these results are certainly reasonable, especially in virtual integration scenarios.

5 Related Work
The work related to our approach has been done mainly in the areas of information integration
/ mediator systems as well as of keyword-based search systems.
Over the last years, systems based on the mediator-wrapper-architecture proposed by
Wiederhold [Wie92] have been accepted as a viable approach for integrating heterogeneous
semistructured data sources in the Web. The most prominent approaches are TSIMMIS
[GMPQ+ 97] and Information Manifold [LRO96]. Newer approaches try to overcome heterogeneities of the source data by representing domain knowledge explicitly using semantic
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relationships or application-specific constraints and exploiting this information for query formulation and processing.
Beside our YACOB mediator described in this paper there are several examples of such systems. KIND [LGM01] uses so-called domain maps for representing domain knowledge, which
are specified in the generic conceptual model GCM, that is based on a subset of F-logics. The
semantic integration system SIMS [ACHK93] is based on the knowledge representation language Loom. In this language a hierarchical terminological knowledge base representing the
domain model is specified. This model is used to describe the contents of the sources independently from each other primary by specifying is-a relationships between local and global concepts. Another system closely related to our approach is the XML mediator STYX [ABFS02],
which also follows the LAV principle and uses an ontology as integration model. Here, sources
are described by XPath expressions. The query language is similar to OQL with concepts
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corresponding to classes. All these systems are more or less “traditional” mediator systems
implementing a structured query language. Thus, beside simple “like”-predicates no keyword
search is supported.
The keyword search is well studied in document bases [vR79, Sal89, BYRN99] and Internet
search engines [ACGM+ 01]. The inverted list index structure is a common way to implement
the keyword search over documents as well as structured data sources [vR79, Sal89, BYRN99,
FKM00, MRYGM01, ACD02].
Meta search engines [SE97, LG98] are similar to our approach. But, whereas meta search
engines use keyword search interface from different search engines and combines the results,
our approach implements a keyword search over several structured sources, that offer only a
structured query interface. Therefore, our approach is more related to keyword search systems
over structured data, as relational databases [DEGP98, MV00, WWS+ 00, ACD02, BHN+ 02,
HP02] or XML [FKM00].
The DBXplorer [ACD02] approach uses also an inverted list to relate keywords and
columns. But in this system only keywords on the data level, like the system DISCOVER [HP02], are considered. In contrast we consider also the meta level. The system
BANKS [BHN+ 02] also includes the meta information, i.e. the database schema, in the keyword search. The system uses a data graph in which the relevant sub trees are searched for.
Because in our approach the objects are not materialized, we cannot use an explicit data graph.
The master index of DISCOVER targets to actual tuples which is not applicable in our system.
In all database search systems tuple joins via using meta information are included. This
feature is not developed yet in our approach. But it can be added using the meta model, that
uses other properties than subclassOf and compute the joins based on paths over these
properties.
In [FKM00] the authors describe the integration of keyword queries in an XML query language. Their index also describes different types of keywords and their position in an XML
document. In contrast our approach indexes a virtual XML document, that can be loaded by
execution of CQuery statements. Furthermore, our keyword query was implemented on top
of the query engine. However, all these approaches deal with the keyword search in central
databases and XML documents, respectively. In contrast, our approach queries several heterogenous databases using an index scheme and a mediator.
The XXL language [TW02] is another approach to include keyword search in XML. XXL
extends a subset of XMLQL by a similarity operator and allows a similarity search on XML
documents. Ontologies are used to focus the search. Special indexes for element paths, element
values and ontologies allow the efficient retrieval of results. The output of XXL is ranked, in
contrast we support only a boolean retrieval, which is improved to a ranked output in the future.
XXL implements the keyword query within the query language, in contrast we implement the
keyword search on top of CQuery.
A crawler is used for index creation and maintenance. As it uses an ontology as well as
information about user preferences for selection the relevant source data, it can be compared to
focused crawlers (e.g. [CvD99, STS+ 03]).
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented an approach to provide keyword-based search for a mediator that
integrates sources of structured data. Building a useful user interface for complex systems is a
difficult task. It is even more difficult for data integration systems, because, on the one hand,
the user is not able to deal with the often high complexity of the integrated structures, and, on
the other hand, required integration query languages provide specialized concepts unfamiliar
to common users or even experts. The proposed approach uses domain knowledge in the form
of an index to map an easily specifiable keyword query to a structured query conforming to a
specialized query language. Given keywords are mapped to concepts and attributes, and the
query is reformulated accordingly to fit further query processing and minimize the load and
transfer rates of the underlying sources.
The proposed approach can generally be used to access structured information with keyword search queries, but for the reasons mentioned above it is most useful in virtual integration
scenarios. For materialized databases other solutions applying text indexing features available
in most of today’s commercial DBMS are conceivable.
Key aspects of the solution are the creation and the maintenance of the index used for mapping values to concepts, attributes, and categories. Apart from the techniques mentioned in this
paper we currently investigate additional ways of adding mappings to the index. Furthermore,
we are trying to incorporate the results of the index lookup for purposes of guidance and hinting
towards further query refinement within the user interface.
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